What You Are Told About Universal Background Checks

Hidden dangers loom on the horizon. Don’t let the fate of the RMS Titanic happen to you and your Second Amendment freedoms!

What You Are Not Told

VIRGINIANS BEWARE:
Universal Background Checks (UBCs) are Just the Tip of the Iceberg!

- It is actually gun registration with confiscation as their ultimate goal (just ask California gun owners—it is happening there right now!);
- 18-20 year olds would no longer be able to own a handgun, even if you wanted to give one to your child;
- You would not be able to loan a gun to anyone without background checks (or even get them back unless YOU undergo yet another background check!);
- Criminalizes the sale of lawfully-owned private property—all transfers of ownership would have to be done through dealers;
- The anti-gun agenda is NOT about preventing crime—it’s about dissuading honest citizens like YOU from lawfully owning a gun at all.

UBCs May Sound Reasonable, but They DO NOT and CANNOT Work!

Just ask the citizens of Illinois. They have had UBCs for years but criminals simply—and easily—IGNORE this legal requirement. Statistics have proven that 97% of Illinois convicts obtained their guns on the street or through illegal “strawman” purchasers.

Law—what law!? Even with UBCs, criminals, as always, would continue to ignore and break such laws—but the law-abiding citizens, YOU and I, would pay a heavy price!

Say “NO” to Universal Background Checks!